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PODOCARPUS
ELONGATUS
A Superbly Beautiful and Hardy New House Plant

*Podocarpus Elongatus*

THERE has been a long felt want for a fine foliaged plant for dark halls and places where ferns do not thrive. We are sure we have it in *Podocarpus Elongatus*, a charming plant that does not get scale, and much hardier from cold than any Boston or other *Nephrolepis* fern. A large plant can be kept in a small pot.

We are sure that this beautiful foliaged plant must rival the ferns or Kentias in popularity. Grows readily from cuttings and a larger and better six-inch pot specimen can be grown in three years from a cutting than a Kentia or other palm in four years from a seed.

Do not forget that we are specialists in Ericas or heathers, and hundreds of plant novelties not carried by any other firm in this country.

Visitors are always welcomed.
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